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CASTLE INC.— This is the path 

to the tower at Trausnitz castle, 

in Landkreis Nabburg, Bavaria. 

The castle, famous in German 

history and legend, is the center 

of a German youth project. A 

story concerning the project ap- OFFICE OF MILITARY GOVERNMENT FOR GERMANY (U.S.) 

Bears on \page \6 10f this issue, CONTROL OFFICE, APO 742, US ARMY 
(Photo by Dunninger-Mauritius)
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Digest of Military Government's Semimonthly Report 

No. 81 for Period Ended 15 December 1947 

Coal — The incentive program and and a decrease in net incoming in the Bizonal Area was established 

the bad weather contributed to a power, in Frankfurt to provide a means of 

12 percent increase in the daily Chemicals — Production oficalcium |) Cousidedngyjabor sproblems)iof a (bi; 
average number of workers actually cyanamid jumped to almost four zonal ae The aa unions 
on the job in the Ruhr fields inNov- times the output for the preceding of the Bizonal Area established an 

ember. The daily average of 300,141 two-week period. This increase interzonal secretariat in ‘Frankfurt to 

in November was a postwar record. resulted principally from increased tesolve problems preliminary to Ee 

Absenteeism declined to 9.6 percent hydrogeneration. development of a bizonal federation 
¢ 2 of railroad workers. 

ce ae uachinery (6) OPU Cs ety Publications Two titles have machine capacity of the Hensoldt oa 

euplic sately sy pee aod blacks und Soehne pd at Wetzlar, Hesse, been published in German as part of 
market “activity continued as major 5 Shifted from the manufacture of the MG Political Orientation Pro- 

HES RIMES Bh cer orgs binoculars to the production of 9t@m in Germany. They are “Behind 

Baden and Hesse... Legal and ille- Camera lenses which have been in ‘he Iron Curtain" by Hill, Russ-ll, 
gal activity on the border between ghost supply... The first shipment of Atwood, and Kerr, 200,000 copies 

Bavaria and the Soviet Zone de- 1,000 lenses is to be delivered to issued by the New York Herald Tri- 

creased moderately because of poor Berlin and Stuttgart plants this bune; and ‘Marshall Makes It Clear,” 
weather and bad roads. aon US Secretary of State Marshall's 

a : speech of 18 November in Chicago, 

Water Transportation — In order to Reparations — Equipment totaling 500,000 copies. 

ineure equal operationalrepresentation 4,208 metric tons was shipped as i ' fa aoe 

by the entire bizonal inland water reparations from 29 plants in the US a oe acct alas a al 

transportation trade, the Bizonal Zone. toi 14 “recipient |untionsssu A) NNO orem bi mentale 
s ; stuti occupied area of Germany were 

General Administration for Inland 32-ton shipment, constituting all the i ict ; granted to the Motion Pictures Ex- 

Waterways and Inland Water Trans- general” purpose ) equipment Ol jets nai 
S 7 te Heeresmunitionsanstalt at Strauss, Port Association (Germany), Inc., of 

Loy ne igisenied mconital: Couns Bavaria, was made to Yugoslavia. New York, the Eagle-Lion Distrib- 
cil" consisting of 12 members nom- utors, Ltd., of London, and eight Ger- 

inated in equal numbers from ship- Restitution — Automobile spare 4, firms or individuals, Since 
ping firms dnd small owners. This Parts valued at RM 34,732 En terms these distributors have been licensed 

council is to be the managing body 1958 Prices were certified as py British Military Government, they 

of the German operating group. essential to the German minimum yay distribute films through the 
economy and released from restitu- British and US occupied areas of 

Electric Power — Continuous rain- tion for that use. Germany beginning in February. 

na ek ike ae MFA&A — Four 15th-century Radio — US-controlled radio. sta- 
: ‘ 5 wooden sculptures, which Berchtes-  tiong in Germany concentrated on 

poe ae on in the US Zone. gaden residents had looted from the coverage and interpretation of devel- 
Hydrogeneration almost doubled to Goering train in May 1945, were  4pments at the London Confere re of 

within two percent of the year'shigh, recovered after a persistent field in- Foreign Ministers... The Berlin- 

reached in March... This increase vestigation in the Berchtesgaden jew York Town Hall Meeting of the 

made possible a 12 percent increase region. Air and the MG radio progress 

in consump'ion, a reduction of the Manpower — An interzonal secre- report over the American Forces 

burden on thermal generating plants, tariat of the trade union federations (Continued on Page 16) 
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K Y stock. The covers were cut from file 

E E L folders. Distribution was by the Ad- 

jutant General's Office through its 

regular channels. 

With the gradual movement of all 

Military Government functions and 

operations to Berlin, the Weekly In- 

formation Bulletin was transferred on 

. 1 April 1946 to the Control Office of 

OMGUS and made a section of the 

Reports Branch. This branch has the 

% F responsibility of compiling and issuing 

(A Review) the monthly reports of the Military 
Governor, and the semimonthly report 

Pe Weekly Information Bulletin and Mlitary Governor to reflect the ot Ma Coreen a ee 
has presented during the pasttwo over-all policies developed in US compiling the histonya Nil any oe 

and a half years the picture of Mili- Troop Command and the theater- SLASH Bee Weer cree 

tary Government in Germany, record- wide responsibilities of G-5. It has Snes i Ove let gout es 

ing each week its new policies, a single purpose: to assist Military eau a extensive “background itl 

regulations, and directives, its pro- Government personnel in their daily Publications and” writing. 

gress, cna ea and So ante Work and to facilitate the exchange HE Weekly Information Bulletin 

With the next issue, this magazine of gl and experience among them. 7 has always, sought to present its 

ot Ney, Government becomes a It is oeeeee Nees sip cataa aa material in a manner that can be best 
biweekly : publication: Its content forma useful to detachments in understood by the average American 

will be similar to that of the past the field and to the staffs at head- reader. Its style is semipopular, and 

125 issues, but greater emphasis will ee, ed ioe pauuen © practical its presentation is based on the form 
be Placed on the progress and guidance on Military Cou neat of a popular American magazine. 
achievements made in carrying out questions and problems. Foreign words, especially German, 

ele MEE Ke Comany oie as NOTE WENT on to say thatthe and technical terms are translated 

of the biweekly series will appear on Information Bulletin wouldanalyze into the vernacular. Each article and 

13 enue 1225, Buc iggpsedent che problems of the detachments, and each item come from official MG 
issues will be distributed on alternate publicize the practical and workable sources, and before publication is re- 

Tuesdays thereafter. solutions developed by them. In ad- ferred to both the originating author- 

The Weekly Information Bulletin  qition, it would give “the current ex- ity and the Reports Branch for ap- 
originated in the summer of 1945  pjanations and information on new  proval on presentation and interpre- 

when the eperenon of Military Gov- policies or on changes in old ones," _ tation. 

erament Wes Hees Ek aces much and would “attempt to explain why Material for the articles generally 

oes sly Crea those of- they were adopted and how they can is furnished by the leading experts 

eueisa ne eaten Just come from pest be put into effect.” on the particular subjects. Revisions 

So duty. Soa one es In conclusion, the note said, “It are made only to increase the ap- 
with the translating of the theory Of | ig hoped that the publication will peal and to fit them into the general 

ay, GS ED practice. create a bond between all personnel style of the magazine. Official reports 

aoe ae Glo VLI A he) aN engaged in the task of Military Gov- by MG offices and divisions, texts of 

over-all policies had i be worked ernment, whether in the field or on speeches, and data furnished by 

gut. Unforeseen eee appeared headquarters staffs. The views and _ public information officers often pro- 

D the ‘Jower echelons in the imple- comments of all those for whom the vide the bases for articles and items. 

Ee ae ie ee Information Bulletin is intended to In fact, every source of information 

‘dragubir) Cclese ests mea serve will be welcomed,” on MG policies, operations, and pro- 

epecdy! ltranbinlvetontaeraWencen tal The early issues were assembled gress is utilized to present in this 

* and prepared by the staff of the magazine a kaleidoscopic picture of 

The Weekly Information Bulletin Information Branch of the Office of Military Governement. 

was inaugurated as a single medium the Assistant Chief of Staff, G-5 Di- Special sections appear in each 
ue accomplish ss a eB the vision, United States Forces, Euro- issue. The material for the German 
introductory ote we its first issue ON pean Theater. The editorial staff's Reactions is furnished by the Scru- 

pony ase Baio office was located in the USFET tiny Board of the Information Con- 
“This is the first issue of the new Headquarters Building in Frankfurt. trol Division. Pertinent editorials from 

weekly Military Government Infor- Its printing plant was in Schwanheim, US newspapers on operations in Ger- 

mation Bulletin. It is published by di- about seven miles north of Frank- many are used in Press and Radio 

rection of the Theater Commander  furt. Its paper came from US Army Comment. The Official Instructions 
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list the latest directives, letters, and zis?" in issue No. 37 of 15 April 1946. 1947. The subsequent trials under US 
memoranda, issued by OMGUS, This article, prepared by the staff of direction were recorded in articles. 

EUCOM, and the Bipartite Control the Special (Denazification) Branch by H. Peter Dreyer, then acting PIO, 

Office. The Station List of alk MG _ of the Internal Affairs and Communi- on the first seven cases in issue 
‘and L&S unit chiefs in the field is cations Division, OMGUS, traced the No. 93 of 19 May 1947; and by 

printed in the first issue of each growth and expansion of the Nazi Eugene Philips, deputy PIO, on the 

month. Key MG Personnel, listing ap- Party and pointed out that it was hard Krupp case in issue No. 123 of 15 De- 

proximately 1,000 officials, is pub- to enter, and harder to remain in the cember 1947. 

‘lished at two-month intervals. party. Reprints have been widely 

: distributed to orient denazification One PRONOUNCEMENTS of 
Tse TIONS were given greater officials in their work. policy have been carried in full. 

. emphasis starting in the summer The research and presentation for The Stuttgart Speech of James F.Byrnes, 

of 1946, with the inauguration of the the article “Coal” in issue No. 16 of then US Secretary of State, was print- 

-blue motif and the photograph on the 49 November 1945 won the commen- €4 With a cross-reference index in 

cover. The photographs are furnished gation award for its author, Robert issue No. 58 of 9 September 1946. 

by the Army Signal Corps, by Public S. Berlin of the Historical Section, The new directive of the State-War- 

Information photographs in Berlin Control Office, The article, starting, Navy Departments on “US Policy in 

and the US Zone, by the Information -~he reconstruction of European econ- Germany" was given in full in issue 

Control Division, and many times by omy, shattered and largely disinte- No. 102 of 21 July 1947. When Mili- 

the writers from their own photo- grated after six years of total war, is tary Government Regulations Title 1, 

graphs taken in assembling the ma- today a jigsaw puzzle with perhaps the “bible” of Military Government, 

‘terial for the articles, The art work jp, key piece that which represents Was revised, the new version was 

is done by the Graphics Branch. of the black diamond, coal," is still carried in four installments in July 

the Control Office. basically timely, even two years after 1947. | | 
- The printing of the magazine is being published, . | Ninety percent of the ideas for ar- 

handled by the Publications Branch “Civil Liberties” by Henry Park- ticles have originated with the staff 

of the Adjutant General's Office, man, then director of the Civil Ad- of the Weekly Information Bulletin. 

OMGUS. During the first year in Ber- ministration Division, OMGUS, in Approximately half of the articles 
~lin, the magazine was printed in the issue No. 109 of 8 September 1947, printed in the magazine were as-- 
AG plant in Neukoelln, but since last was widely read and quoted. “Bi- sembled and prepared by the staff 

spring, the work has been done in zonal Organizations” by Stephan  L. writers. But the editorial staff has 
Druckhaus in Tempelhof, one of the Freeland, PIO‘of the Bipartite Con- always welcomed unsoliticted con- 

largest printing establishments. in tro} Office in Frankfurt, in issue tributions, as illustrated by the re- 
‘Germany. Distribution has been Wo, 108 of 1 September 1947, was the port forwarded by OMGUS Head- 

handled entirely by the AG Distribu- first comprehensive explanation of quarters on a special activity in Bad 
tion Branch. | | oe po the new organization in operation. | Reichenhall, Bavaria, by the local MG 

During the past two and half years, Two articles by Hans Kallmann — . officer and developed into the article 

the Weekly Information Bulletin has “political Apathy" in issue No, 70 ‘Town Hall Meeting” in issue No. 60 

covered all fields of the occupational and “Two Concepts of Democracy” of 23 September 1946. An MG in- 
activites of Military Government. As jn issue No. 71 in December 1946 — _ternee, Harry A. Jacobs, after making 
conditions changed many individual were especially commended. Writing a survey of industries in Bremen, re- 
functions’ were described. several in the Philadelphia Bulletin, Melvin ceived permission from the OMG 
‘times. The early articles presented kK, Whiteleather,; prewar American Bremen and prepared the article on 

the historical - background, the cur- hewspaperman in Germany, said con- “Bremen Industries" in issue No. 119 
rent situation, and the program for cerning these: “Two recent issues of of 17 November 1947. | 
the future. Subsquent accounts des- the OMGUS Weekly Information Bul- The occupational personnel is the 

cribed the PFOGTESS. | letin” carried articles on German primary reading public for which 

An extensive account of the func- — psychology far above the average of this publication is intended. The ac- 
tions and operations of Military Gov- _ contributions found ‘in such official tivities of one unit are told so as to 

‘ernment was given mn February- magazines.” : | | inform the other units and give them 
March of 1947, when, in five consecu- - The Nuremberg trials have been a better understanding of the occu- 

tive . ssues 28 articles, depicting the regularly documented, The opening pation operations. The magazine is 
activities of every unit of Military speech of Justice Robert H. Jackson | og by Troop Information and Edu- 
Government, were printed. These ar- against the leading Nazis before the _. ffi for talks at orienta- 
ticles have been the bases of many International Military Tribune was cation ° cers rs “ or . magazine and newspaper accounts on abstracted in issue No. 33 of 16 tion sessions on MG operations. It is 

MG operations. March 1947, and his: summation in used as a reference for study and to 

The most sought-after article print- issue No. 58 of 9 September 1947. The check on past developments. | 
ed in the Weekly Information § verdict of the Tribunal was given in However, more copies are going to 

Bulletin was “Are There ‘Good’ Na-_ detail in issue No. 62 of 7 October the United States each week, where 
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the material is used as the basis for Bavaria Exceeds Quota on Export Contracts 
lectures, articles, and sermons. Many 

universities and colleges are keeping» S ] S $ 5O 000 000 

complete files for reference and re- | a es urpass 5 5 
search. The Weekly Information Bul- 

letin, in close contact with all author- BrvArian EXPORT sales in 1947 the buyers and to the fact that the 
itative sources of information, is able have surpassed $50,000,000 in bulk of the 1947 contracts were made 

to give the complete and accurate signed contracts, representing the late in the year. Shipments under 

details of the operations of Military original quota set for this year, these contracts, however, are pro- 

Government in Germany. Murray D. Van Wagoner, director gressively increasing as production is 

Concerning the informative value °f OMG for Bavaria, announced. effected. a 
to the reader, a sergeant, writing The consummation of two contracts HIPMENTS and sales of exports in 

from Bremerhaven, said: I have Just worth $750,000 for the production by S 1947 were primarily manufactured 
completed a sixteen months’ tour of a Bavarian firm of printed cotton a de to 46 tries. Fifteén 
service in Germany, how, on my way goods for Iran brought the total Ba- gee ° ° . : ocr ue - 
home, I have picked up a copy of arian exports sales for the year to major industries in Bavaria so far 

the MG Weekly Information Bulletin $59 129 000. : : account for more than $1,000,000 each 

and in one hour learned more about “This represents an admirable effort in export contracts. | | 7 

Germany and OMGUS and what 4) German agencies, manufacturers Those industries which have can- 
Military Government is doing than!  o1.4 the Trade and Commerce Branch _‘ttibuted most to the 1947 export sales 
learned in all my sixteen months (+ OwiGp to revive Bavarian trade are: The china and technical porcelain 

here.” | with other nations, which means so industry,. which has contracts for 
TT much in revitalizing bizonal industry $10,000,000 worth of dinner sets, elec- 

| | | and providing it with critically-needed trical insulators, and crucibles, with 
Payment of Bonuses imports of raw materials and foreign $3,000,000 worth already delivered, 
Manpower Division, OMGUS, ia exchange,” Mr. Van Wagoner said. and the machinery, motors and spare 

Cable V 25451, explained new pro- “The attainment of this goal sets ‘Parts industry which has signed con- 

visions regarding payments of bonuses a new aim for Bavarian manufac- tracts totaling $9,300,000 for the pro- 
to German wage earners and sala- _ turers, and that is an all-out produc- duction of printing presses, diesel 
ried employees, as follows: tive effort to fulfill the contracts motors, turbines, trucks, and other 

“Within provisions of Control signed in 1947 as rapidly as possible. goods, including spare parts to re- 

Council Directive No. 14, bonus pay- “As shipment of goods under these activate and maintain machinery pur- 
ments are permissible only if such contracts are completed, foreign ex- Chased from Bavaria before the war. 
payments have been the practice change is derived for the import of Another large contributor is the 

within the enterprise concerned. Pay- more raw materials to expand indus- textile industry which is currently 

ments of bonuses to German wage trial production, pointing toward an producing cotton and rayon fabric and 
earners and salaried employees on the improved standard of living. In addi- thread under requirements of 
occasion of Christmas or anniversary on, five percent of the foreign ex- $7,000,000 worth of contracts. A fourth 
of an enterprise may be authorized Change can now be used directly for major source of export sales is the 
under conditions and within limita- ‘he benefit of individual firms, and  Bayarian hop crop, which was sold 
lions as set forth hereinafter. another five percent bonus plan for for more than $7,500,000 in 1947. 

. the benefit of the workers is being : 
“Christmas eos: to be Oe he implemented." —____- . 

individuals shall not excee e : . 

highest rate of bonus paid for the export goods e000 shipped o $650,000 Export Business . 

same or corresponding jobs m the foreign countries in fulfillment of Export business totaling $650,000 

same enterprise in any year during the 1946 anq 1947 contracts, Paul S. Nevin, was negotiated between Hessian firms 
last five years. | chief of the Trade and Commerce and 89 foreign buyers during the first 
“Anniversary bonuses shall not Branch, said. This amount covers two months of the Hesse Export Show 

exceed the highest rate of bonus paid about 91 percent of the dollar value in Wiesbaden. 
on such occasion in same enterprise of all contracts signed in 1946 and The Trade and Commerce Branch, 

_in the past. In cases where it has not shipments under these contracts are OMG Hesse, describing the exhibition 
been the custom to pay bonuses on continuing. Under 1947 contracts, ag an “individual show by individual 
the occasion of anniversaries of an about $7,000,000 worth of shipments firms," said the purpose of the fair 

enterprise a request for permission have been made to date. was to provide a place where foreign 

to pay a bonus may be submitted to The small amount is due primarily business men could see exactly what 

OMGUS for approval if accompanied to the necessity of manufacturing Hesse was offering to the world 
by adequate justification.” goods according to specifications of markets. 
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Te FAMOUS Trausnitz castle, rich By Helen Todd Westpheling that period, Frederick, Duke of 
in German history and legend, but Austria, was elected king of Ger- 

long deserted and neglected, is the Muri Weninhclne iene et many, while the Bohemian and 

focal point for one of the most “Castle Ine’! is thal we ott Rhenish electors united to offer the 
Promising German youth projects Col. Chines P. Westphelin, crown to the Hapsburgs' foe, Duke 
undertaken in the American Zone. district tiasaponaten btlicer, an Ludwig of Upper Bavaria. Civil war 
Trausnitz is becoming a youth capi- Military District, She first became between the two cousins was inevit- 

tol to serve the young people of interested in German youth able, and it dragged on eight years, 
14 Kreise in the area of northern activities in Frankfurt, and was marking the end of chivalry, with 
Upper Palatinate, Bavaria, as a per- instrumental in setting up the knight fighting knight in hand to 

manent home for their youth com- Girl's Center there. hand combat—for in succeeding con- 

mittee, a center for training courses, A journalist for 15 years, start- flicts gunpowder came into use. The 
a youth hostel, a ski camp, a Red ing with a job on the “Manila battle of Muehldorf, one of the greatest 

Cross refuge for orphans, and a site Daily Bulletin,” she is the author in the Middle Ages, decided the issue. 

for international youth meetings. of “Balang," the story of a Fil- Ludwig was victorious, 1,300 knights 
The idea of reconditioning a castle {pino) boy/rone! of. ia iseries!-of were captured, and Frederick was sent 

as a youth center came to Joe three Ichildrens BbGnkE toon the to OA lat imprisoned in the 

Schmidt, Grafenwohr Post GYA direc- | Philippines, all of which will be | '©W°! Ludwig presented a treaty to 
tor, as he was jeeping around the off the press shorily. nig cousin as the price of freedom, 
area. He was fascinated by the old which contained three clauses: (1) Fred- 

castles with their towers high in de- erick was to resign all claims to the 

fiance of time, their drawbridges in- In one of the double elections which __ throne, (2) Frederick would enter into 
vitingly open. were the misfortune of Germany in an alliance with Ludwig, (3) Frederick’s 

“Is there a castle which would 
catch the imagination of all the young This is Trausnitz castle in Landkreis Nabburg, Bavaria. 

people in the countryside?” he asked. (Photo by Dunninger-Mauritius) 
A young priest in Nabburg told him S 
about Trausnitz, and they went out gg pp crt : _ 1 look it Sean. - os _ - c =—h—m— — : _ 

Picturesquely isolated, wearing an | .. — == =... 
air of aloof loneliness, this castle is |  @@@+=~=—=—=—‘“i™O._————  @2@2&37?«=7«7«+=© Sere 
situated on a hill in beautiful Pfeimd- | _ 03 
tal. It is midway between two good = —- CL 
roads, four miles from the Bayreuth- 2 — ee  . —— 
Lenz autobahn, five miles from the . . _ - ee 

Weiden-Regensburg main road, and i -— ._ Fa i. | : — . 
only four miles to the railroad sta- : - oo 
tion at Pfreimd, east of Nuremberg. / oo _ s 

Every school child in Bavaria knows ._ ~_— 
stories of Trausnitz, for it is important ae — ee 
in German history, and folklore has : oe oe oe 

grown up around it. Its chief claim ee - ae 

to fame is that Frederick the Fair of — . ee 
Hapsburg was imprisoned in this bleak : -. &3&7&€=7#4:»CtsC 
tower from 1322 to 1326, and his : c— $< = 
captivity changed the course of the : : ; — Ce 
14th century. - . _ 
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‘ 2. | Cs 
brothers, especially the powerful Leo- PD _ 4 CS 

pold of Switzerland, must sign as _ _ a _ 

guarantors to the treaty. If Frederick | _ _ ' » _ a 
was unable to fulfill all these require- _ . _ ~~ 
ments he would again be imprisoned. | __ — a _ Ce 

Frederick agreed to att the com FQ I Mf 
ditions, but his brothers, led by Leo- _ oo 2 . ae : _ i. L |. 

pold of Switzerland, refused to sign. _ a : _ L / CC 

The Pope, who condemned Ludwig as A i _ : _ SE 

a heretic and later excommunicated _ — . - | ~~ 
him, assured Frederick that he was _ : - a : oe 

not obligated to heed the promise he - - 
had made, and should consider him- = . D . a Cs 
self free. — . . v z 

But Frederick returned voluntarily ' ee ee - : 
to imprisonment at Trausnitz Castle, a OO igs 

because he held his honor higher : 1. a 
than his freedom. Ludwig declared - : . ‘ 

that he was so impressed with this A | | _ i _ 

noble gesture that he would tear up oo : I  F 
the first treaty and make a new pact. : _ I | 
His sudden change of heart was probe .. a Ce _ 
ably unromantically influenced by the Ff 2. | | | 
fact that he had decided to play ee A. _ | Oo 

politics somewhat differently, abandon - : _ = 

an old ally, Bohemia, and make over- ". f \Y . 
tures toward the Hapsburgs. See 4 J f i. 

The new treaty was signed in a _ hh... Pe 

stately scene depicted in a tapestry | | . r — ) Pe, ‘ j 

which is still hanging in Trausnitz TM | 4 4 ae : = 
Castle. It was a “brother's pact.” 3 “ _ a . 

Henceforth Ludwig and Frederick ~~ #37~ 2 ee. — = 
would be brothers. Ludwig permitted _ r 5 i -— i... | = es 

Frederick a sort of co-regency of Ger- - S << . — i 

many—not at all dangerous politi- — 3 : _— -~ ~~ 
cally. They lived together, and even 4 - i ’ oO 
shared the same sleeping room. _) ae . ~ °-=| . | 
Frederick, broken by the imprison- _ _ _ _  _ —. = 

ment, died young in 1330, just two _ . | i - a. 

years after Ludwig was crowned Em- EE a po Eg ee 

peror in Rome. The chapel at Trausnitz castle, with famous fresco depicting brotherhood 

This story has acquired romantic pact between Frederick, Ludwig. (Photo by Dunninger-Mauritius) 

patina with age, as historical stories are nee s . 
likely to do, so the names of Ludwig ee na ce we ad 20,000 cubic mete of wood, 

and Frederick have come to mean eg glass, for’ windows) ‘nails; stover: 
i . the building by the youth committee chalk, putty, and all sorts of building 

comradship to Bavarian youngsters, . : : coat agen alinest JIike Démnan’ and -Pythias of of the Landkreise Amberg, Bschen- items. The committee's ingenuity at 

Athaiiian legend, aud the whole youth bach, Kemnath, Nabburg, Weiden- securing hard-to-get commodities is 

' . Neustadt (Wald), Neunburg vorm often surprising. 

moveimene of northern Upper Palatin- aid, Neumarkt, Oberviechtach, Sulz- Benefit shows are held as part of 
ate is sparked by the effort to make pach-Rosenburg, Tirschenreuth, Vo- the money—raising project; the mayor 
the castle, now a symbol of coopera- henstrauss, Waldmuenchen, and the of Amberg declared a tax on all 
tion which can follow conflict, rise Stadtkreise Weiden and Amberg, pro- public dances for the benefit of the 
from its ruined state. vided that all reconstruction follow castle, one week was set aside for a 

It is interesting to note that the the original style in which the castle concentrated drive, with publicity in 

request of the Hitler Youth during was built. As Trausnitz had been un- the magazines “Lilliput,” “Horizont,” 

the Nazi regime for use of Trausnitz occupied for 100 years there was no and at movies, in streetcars, and local 

was refused by the Bavarian Cultural problem with the housing officials. newspapers. 
Ministry. The excuse was given that An official reconditioning estimate “Selling bricks” is one novel tech- 

it was an “historic monument.” called for RM 120,000, plus 20,000 nique which has been adopted to 
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raise money for the castle—everyone third delegate is elected. The con- and these “advisory members” have 

who buys a few bricks in the castle stitution provides that one ofthe three a voice in the discussion, 

is given a charter with a photograph must be a young woman. There are If the host Kreis for the monthly 

of Trausnitz as a record of the con- consequently several girls on the meeting is unable to provide billeting 

tribution. A lottery is in full swing, committee. While the age of the accommodations for the committee 

with such engaging prizes as a deer, youngsters in the youth groupsranges within the Kreis, the meeting is held 

shot by an MG captain, and a com- from 10 to 25 years, it was decided in one of the Kreise where facilities 

plete miniature electric train, also that the youth committee members are available, but the advisory com- 

donated by an officer who bought should have the advantage of matur- mittee still comes from the host Kreis, 

the toy while an expectant father for ity, so representatives must be at and problems pertaining to the host 

the son he anticipated, only to decide _least 18, but not more than 32, accord- Kreis are first on the agenda. 

that it wasn’t quite suitable for a ing to the rules adopted, The lawyer who offered his legal 

daughter. The youth committee is aided and services in connection with the castle 
Fifteen thousand of the required sponsored by the Army Assistance problems has been voted a member 

20,000 bricks have already been de- Program of the ist Military District, of the advisory board. 

livered at the castle. and the GYA sponsor has been given The youth committee of northern 

The necessary wood seemed the two votes on the committee, whilethe Upper Palatinate has set as its goals 
hardest requirement to fill, but the Constabulary representatives have the representation of all the youth in 

youth committee decided the one sure been given one vote. the section, regardless of social or. 

source was the people themselves. In addition, the constitution provides religious affiliations; better and deeper 
They passed a resolution requesting votes to five “advisory members” understanding for youth work between 
each of the 25 communities of the who change from meeting to meeting. young people, youth committees, and 

14 Kreise to give one cubic meter of These consist of a Catholic priest, a the authorities; and harmonious rela- 
wood. This necessitated the cutting Protestant minister, a representative tionship with the GYA and the Bavar- 
of one large tree or two small ones in from the Kreis authorities (usually the ian Landjugendring. 

each community. All agreed, one lLandrat) and the Labor office of the The youth committee has energetic 
Kreis offered an additional 37 cubic Kreis which holds the meeting that plans for the winter months. They in- 

meters. Part of the wood is already month. clude a week's training and planning 

at the castle. For example, if it is Kreis Amberg’s course to be held in Pine Mountains 
Glass, stoves, and coal remain turn to be host to the youth com- at Warmensteinach. Military Govern- 

among the necessities not yet obtain- mittee meeting, youth members of ment has approved the use of a hotel, 
ed, but, with such impetus, the com- Amberg select these two clergymen, 60 beds will be available, and heat- 
mittee has no doubt they will be and the two local government rep- ing will be arranged. A weekend 
available by spring. tesentatives. Amberg problems are session is projected with speakers 

Reconditioning the castle is a long- specifically discussed at that meeting, (Continued on Page 13) 
range project. Informal meetings may 

ie ee oe 6 ty hope aa, ae, Interior of the knights’ room at Trausnitz castle. (Photo by Dunninger-Mauritius) 

be used extensively. However, im- {| ae Se 

provements will be made gradually, § i 

over a period of years, until eventu- “ 

ally the ancient castle willlook much @ ———“‘#RROCC 
as it did in the Middle Ages—with _ ee _ 
the pleasing addition of unobtrusive o oe — es — 
modern comforts. . Ss oe a _ 

The youth committee which under- oo eee rr—S 7 
took the restoration of the castle as | 38 .. Co 0 6 Ole 
; i a ate s | : _ eee. its first big project is organized along : _ . rs - 

association in this zone. Their pat- : a . -&—— |. — | 
tern, based on a conviction that young : _ — cae. 
people of different Kreise can accom- : i _ . 7 | , O | ae 

plish more if they work together than S ; | r r ft 
if they operate separately, seems to - _ a 7 a 3 bo 

i Ce . i oe produce extremely effective results. : ee oe Kade 

Youth groups in each Kreis of |... _ _ oe | — 
northern Upper Palatinate elect two : 8 : oo . - a _ : 

representatives to the youth com- | __ a... | . 
mittee, but if the total Kreis youth | =] ae _ _ . : 

membership is more than 3,000, a a - - 7 _  -«. — 
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FRE EN TES BBP QI MIs 

ee Brman Anreign ijtane 
Or BLS PUIG Liauc 

Ou, OF THE chief economic ob- By Ethel B. Dietrich security regulations have permitted, 

jectives of American occupation OMGUS has always welcomed foreign 

policy is to revive the foreign trade rate and all external funds must be buyers as one of the best ways of 

of Germany. Germany needs foreign held in the name of Military Govern-_ restarting trade. Plans have been 

raw materials for its factories and ment. For small ordersaforeign buyer hampered, however, because of lack 

imported food for its people. If Ger- can make purchases of $5,000 or less of accommodations and transportation 

man men and women are to be ade- over the counter and take the goods facilities to take care of visitors. 

quately fed, housed, and clothed, away with him on a cash-and-carry Last April a quota system, based 

foreign trade must be permitted to basis. on the number of available beds, was 

expand as freely as conditions permit, é inaugurated whereby each country is 

using all of the experience, contacts, Cire bate Ra OLS niles sliced a certain coe of Bie 

and know-how which the German 1 a ; Nee Program may © a month. The first quota for the com- 

economy has at its disposal. dae ri Dive neaneee pap aucets. Ger- ined British and American zones was 

However, that is not enough. For- ee ITE ee ce 300. The most recent quota for Decem- 

eign trade is going to bring in dollar ber is approximately 2,800. 

exchange and raw materials. In order A plan is under consideration for 

to start foreign trade on its way, it Free Enterprise System for the reopening of visitors’ hotels by 
has become necessary to provide an German Foreign Trade was ad- Germans which should make it pos- 
initial amount of dollar exchange and apted from a speech by Miss sible to allow entry to a larger number 
raw materials, in addition to the large Dietrich over the German radio of businessmen. In addition to these 

German food imports for which Amer- network of the US Occupied quota visitors, sponsored buyers who 

ican taxpayers have paid in the last Area, do not require accomodations or 

two years and are still paying. The Miss Dietrich, deputy chief of transport may come in without limita- 
doors must be opened to the desired the Trade and Commerce Branch, tion on numbers. This plan is of special 

free flow of goods through trade Economics Division, OMGUS, is importance to nearby countries which 

agreements with other nations... a former university professor of have been accustomed to a consider- 
Although the reestablishment of economics. During the war she able amount of border trade. 

normal trade relations must be a slow worked for the Foreign Ec- Additional aids for foreign buyers 

process back because of internal and onomics Administration in Wash- are the export expositions in Wies- 

external conditions, marked progress ington. baden, Stuttgart, Munich, Flensburg, 

has been achieved during 1947 under She is the author of many and Hanover. Directories of export 

what is actually an eight-point pro- articles and books, including firms are being compiled, and an ex- 

gram. This includes the decentrali- “World Trade," published in port buyers’ guide has been widely 

zation of export and import trade, 1939, and “American Trade with distributed. 

visits of foreign business men, trips the Far East," published in 1940. C IS EQUALLY important that Ger- 

of German business men to other : 
: : ; man business men go abroad in 

countries, opening up of communica- : i 

tions, the 10 percent export incentive for imported goods, subject to an im. one 6 

program, financing of cotton imports, port license by Military Gerecment oe Pen etd ge ab eis 

and the trade agreement program. which allocates the required forei pari psuurnamicipet imine et i gn and new styles. This is now possible. 
Under the decentralization program exchange. This gives the experienced ive German business men left re- 

German exporters now make contracts Producer the opportunity to act more cently for the United States to look 

directly with foreign buyers—as in quickly than by the more cumber- into the situation in porcelain, glass- 
any private business, subject to an some government procedures and to ware, leather goods, silk weaving, 

export license granted by the branch buy according to specifications which jewelry, silver, and toys. Others have 

office of the Joint Export-Import he knows best. qonemiity Switzerland. Hargerecale 

Agency. The JEIA is primarily inter- Face-to-face contact with foreign travel, however, cannot be anticipated 

ested in the financial terms, since buyers is another prime prerequisite for some time because of the cost in 
there is as yet no foreign exchange of free expansion of trade. Insofar as (Continued on Page 13) 
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SIE tee ect ete ate ete elec ean oc ecmlaineieieceins ed in the Soviet Zone and consider- 
ARERR te non te een nee nat ably above that for either the British 

| 7 ? 7 or the French Zones. In the middle of 
| 7 a the winter the unusually severe 

By] ” an : . weather, with the concomitant break- 

| vy | | down of transportation, and in par- 

| (vv | ticular of coal deliveries, led to a 
ce oe rapid fall in industrial production, the 

| 7 i) index hitting a low of 31 in February. 

PRowvczioN RECOVERED swiftly 
| | in March and April, however, and 

the index achieved a new high of 

49 in May. Failure of coal production 

Weg t Macs shyt esP hat aHgt Patol ota abatalstaltatye teeta sts ste sts, ty tet latatatatetatatoetatatstatsSeeteatetateteterasreetetete as! in the Ruhr to keep pace proved a 
A Sugini aati eS Ge ee coaaeeeeee limiting factor, however, and the rate eTeaPan ete te tet atetahat ahaha tatat aT atahe he MeaNP Osh Me tees astate me Nahe tAmneMmee tg tstg fet atetatahaha attra aa eine a maaan ae of output remained thereafter rel- 

Part 6 (A) — The US Zone atively stable throughout the summer 

and fall of 1947, Ranging about 50 per- 

N CERTAIN RESPECTS the US adequate to keep the wheels of the cent of prewar. 

I Zone, prior to its economic merger zone’s factories turning. Since the Generally speaking, the basic in- 
with the British Zone, presented the consummation ofthe economic merger dustries have recovered most rapidly. 
most extreme example of a truncated the zone is assured of its proportion- Thus, in September and October 1947, 
economy resulting from the partition ate share of the basic materials pro- Mining output, lumber production, and 
of Germany. Its manufacturing in- duced in the British Zone—but no Output of gas and electricity were all 
‘dustries are highly developed, but it more than that share. Its over-all between 80 and 100 percent of the 
lacks the raw materials needed to economic rehabilitation therefore re- 1936 base period; iron and steel were 
supply them. It produces almost no mains basically limited by the current about two-thirds; electrical equip- 
motor fuels, no buna rubber, and only _low output of the coal mines andiron ment, was about three-fourths, and 
10 percent of the coal and about works of the Ruhr. chemicals and machinery were all 
15 percent of the steel required for close to one half. 
its own economy. The only important In contrast, such consumer goods 
industrial raw materials which it pro- This is the last of six articles industries as textiles, leather, paper 

‘duces in excess of its own needs are taken from the recently-issued and pulp, and optical and precision 

lumber and iron ore. “Economic Data on Potsdam Ger- instruments were all at considerably 

On an over-all basis the value of many,” a special report of the lower levels, ranging from 32 to 42 
prewar industrial output of the US Military Governor prepared by percent. The lag in these industries 

Zone was little more than half of its the Economics Division, OMGUS. may be attributed partly to the fact 
British zonal partner. However, the Requests for the 90-page booklet that they depend upon the basic in- 

bulk of the difference was in the may be referred to Reports dustries for operating equipment and 
primary industries—mining, metals, Branch, Control Office, OMGUS, supplies and particularly to the lack 
chemicals—where the British Zone APO 742. of raw materials and fuels which must 

outranked the US Zone by about four be obtained from outside the zone, 
to one. such as Ruhr coal and steel, raw cot- 

In the fabricating industries, such Despite handicaps, the rate of re- ton, and hides. 
as machinery and optics, textiles, covery in the US Zone has been Moreover, except as their product 

leather, clothing, and ceramics, the substantial. Industrial activity ex- may be destined for export, these in- 
two zones were much closer to parity. panded steadily from the time of the dustries do not have so high a priority 
Thus US Zone output definitely ex- occupation until November 1946. In as the basic industries in the allocation 

ceeded that of the British inthemanu- July 1945, shortly after the defeat of Of coal and essential materials. | 
facture of electrical equipment, opti- Germany, the physical volume of in- The gap between producer and 
cal and precision instruments, vehicles, dustrial production in the zone (ex- consumer goods began to narrow, 
and leather goods. : cluding Bremen Enclave and Berlin however, in 1947 as the export pro- 

Consequently, sustained industrial Sector) was about one-tenth of the gram, which is being concentrated on 

recovery in the US Zone depends 1936 rate, but by January 1946 it had consumer goods, gained ‘momentum. 

‘upon a regular and adequate flow of risen to 25 percent and by November  Inparticular, the production of textiles 

fuel and materials from outside its to 47 percent of the 1936 base period. rose very considerably between the 

borders. The coal and steel industries For the last half of 1946 the physical fall of 1946 and the summer of 1947, 

within the zone have shown good _ production index averaged 44. This reflecting largely the processing of 

progress, but their output is far from level was about as high asthatattain- imported American cotton, and porce- 
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lain production increased as a result in one Land, for example, has shown dustry and handicrafts. This ‘was 

of kaolin imports. , marked shifts toward production of roughly 90 percent of the dependently 

-In June 1947, the gross value of items of higher unit value than in employed in industry and handicrafts 

manufacturing production in the US 1936, as, for instance, inthe chemicals during May 1939, and probably at 

Zone (excluding Bremen and theBer- group, in which increased concentra- least 100 percent of 1936 employment. 

lin Sector) amounted to RM 609,000,000 tion on cosmetics. production has The figures quoted above are based 

(excluding construction, gas and _ pushed the value index three times as on reports from employment offices 

electricity). During the same month, high as the physical volume index, and include a considerable number of 

the value added by manufacture was although prices of comparable items persons actually engaged in rubble 

about RM 323,000,000. were found to have risen only 50 to removal, repairs and reconstruction. 

Making appropriate allowance for 70 percent. 

the value of construction and public The shift in the optical and pre- Ei XePine handicrafts, July re- 

utilities, it may be estimated that pro- cision instruments group was even ports from manufacturing and 

duction in the US Zone during June more marked because of the ex- mining concerns show a total of about 

had a value added by manufacture of pansioh of spectacle lens production 1,000,000 workers on the payrolls of 

about RM 430,000,000. Thiscorresponds and the elimination of cheaper cam- plants engaged in current production 

to a rate of about RM 5,200,000,000 eras. Again, in the automobile and (excluding construction and _ public 

annually at current prices, as com- other industries, increased emphasis utility enterprises). This is about 

pared with RM . 86 percent of the 

6,100,000,000 in ; 1936 rate. | 
1936 (annual rate). Since physical 

The US Zone indexes used throughout these articles are the series | output-during July 

TU" IS OF Inter- which were revised in July 1947 to overcome certain known deficien- was 53 percent of 

est to comp- cies in preliminary indexes. The level of the unrevised index for the 1936, it is evident 
are the Reichs- preceding months is about seven percent lower than that of the that there has 
mark and phys- revised index. The current index, however, remains conservative. | been a consider- 
ical production Important factors tending to depress the level of the index are the able decline in 
figures. After at- present scarcity of virtually all commodities, the low value of the productivity per 
taining compar- mark, which leads to hoarding of goods, and the widespread practice employed -work- 
ability by elimin- | of compensation trading. These factors give the manufacturers a _ er, owing large- 

_ ating food pro- strong incentive to conceal a part of his production through under- ly to such ob- 
cessing from the reporting. — | vious factors as 

value series and — In addition, the index is kept down because (1) the German agencies lack of economic 
gas and electri- which collect the current data in the US Zone have not achieved incentives, = in- 
city from the complete coverage; (2) the construction and food processing industries adequately main- 
physical volume are not included but are known on the basis of other evidence to be tained equipment, 
index, the value operating at somewhat higher levels than the average for all other irregular flow of 
index for June industry; and (3) it has been impossible to measure accurately, and Taw materials, di- 
1947 is 79 (1936 — to make full allowance for the present concentration of many version of work- 
100), and the — industries, such as automobile manufacturing, on the production of ers to clean-up 

physical volume spare and replacement parts rather than on complete products. and repair of 
index for June It seems safe to assume that, as of the summer of 1947, the industry damaged plants 

becomes 46 in- of the US Zone is producing more than half as much as in 1936. as well as to dis- 
stead of 48. Thus mantling of re- 

the value index . parations plants, 

is 72 percent absenteeism, poor 

higher than the volume index, whereas 0” high-priced spare parts has played physical working conditions, and 
the actual increase in the average 42 important role in raising the value the fact that the health of the 

level of wholesale prices is believed index, workers is not conducive to maximum 
not to exceed 50 percent. The total number of gainfully-occu- efficiency. 

oo, pied in the US Zone (including Bre- . . 
Part of this discrepancy reflects the men) has shown steady improvement Interzonal trade increased steadily 

conservatism of the physical produc- since the end of the war, reaching a throughout 1946. Complete figures are 

tion index. The remaining difference total of almost 7,600,000 during Sep- not available, but incomplete data 

can be attributed largely to changes tember 1947, or over 100 percent of the show that shipments from the US Zone 

in the “product mix of the items May 1939 level of 7,500,000. About to the other three zones rose from 

actually produced in the two periods. 38 percent of this total was self- about RM 10,000,000 in January to 

There is evidence that in a number employed. roughly RM _ 60,000,000 per month at 

of industries current production is The total dependently employed the end of the year. 

concentrated on more expensiveitems was about 4,800,000, of which 2,300,000 Receipts from other zones followed 

than in 1936. A detailed investigation were dependently employed in in- a similar trend and were about equal 
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to shipments for the year as a whole. in March, and it did not again reach at this rate, however, output was less. 
These figures exclude electric power the January level unti] September. than one-third of the rate estab- 
and gas; in both items the volume However, as a result of vigorous lished under the Revised Bizonal Level 
entering exceeds that leaving the US action taken late in the year, in- of Industry Plan. | 
Zone. Roughly 60 percent of the trade cluding the inauguration of a bizonal The other principal weak spot in 
in 1946 was with the British Zone, labor recruitment program, output British Zone recovery is textiles. 
some 30 percent with the French climbed steadily through the winter, According to the official index, phy-. 
Zone, and about 10 percent with the crossing the 200,000 ton-per-work-day sical output of yarns during October 
Soviet Zone. line during December and reaching a 1947 stood at only 27 percent of the 

- peak of 238,500 tons late in March 1936 rate as compared with 46 per- 
_ (B) — The British Zone _ 1947, Progress was then again halted cent for the US Zone. As the coal, 

. eas ase, @8 @ result of the food situation, and, iron and steel, and textile industries 
PTE ROHR district on a hen et following a two-day protest strike together account for more than one- 
continental Europe. It has always against short rations, April production third of the net value of British Zone 
occupied the key position in the Ger- fell to an average of 210,000 tons per industrial production, the importance 
man economy, and the level of out day. | , . Of. these three industries in holding. 

put of its coal mines and iron and B Y JULY, production had risen down the general level in the Zone 
steel works will largely determine somewhat, with daily output aver- 48 evident. co a 
the rate of industrial rehabilitation aging 224,000 tons but remaining well Other branches of British Zone in-" 
of all Germany, with the possible below the March peak; by the latter dustry have shown much better 
exception of the French Zone. part of August, following the adoption Progress compared to that of the US 

In 1936 the British Zone accounted Of @ new incentive program, daily and Soviet Zones. Thus, output in the for about three-quarters of German Utput finally crossed the 240,000-ton tubber industry reached 52 percent of 
hard coal, over 70 percent of steel Mark, exceeding the March high, the 1936 monthly average rate during 
ingot, and about 60 percent of liquid By the Middle of November, the daily October 1947, or well over the vevel 
fuels production. Its output exceeded Tate of output exceeded 280,000 tons, f 39 percent attained in the US Zone. 
that of any other zone in many other Iron and steel production was The Britsh Zone was the first to 
industries, including iron and steel similarly retarded until July and resiline = passenger automobile pro- 
manufactures, primary non-ferrous ‘“ugust 1947, Against the 1936 duction. Its output of Volkswagens 
metals, stones and earths, wood. ™onthly average production of averaged about 1,000 per month from working, chemicals, and rubber. Its — 1/156,000 tons of steel ingots, the March 1946 through July 1947, with 

exports — particularly of coal, steel, 1946 monthly average was only the exception of the winter slump machinery, chemicals, and textiles 194,000 tons. Throughout the first half from December through March. | 

were of major importance in balanc- of 1947, production remained low; In 1946 the total value of exports 
ing Germany's external trade account, ©Utput in the second quarter aver- from the British Zone amounted to The rate of recovery in the British aged 210,000 tons monthly. This was $145,000,000 of which coal repre- 
Zone has not been so rapid as that slightly better than the 1946 average sented $117,000,000. Hard coal, the 

in the US Zone. Physical output in but still well below the rate of al “argest ‘tem, was shipped to foreign 
the British Zone during January 1946 most 250,000 tons which had been tountes at an average rate ol 
was 47 percent of the 1936 base attained in August 1046. oe td aaa ey, Detween ro 
period, according to the British Zonal In July and August 1947, however, tober 1945 and December 1946, This 

Statistical Bulletin. This was higher steel output rose very sharply os a vale fell on during the first half of than the rate in the US Zone. How: result of increased coal allocations. 1947, averaging about three-quarters 
}  . During August, production reached of a million tons but passing the 

ever, by July 1946 the index had 266,000 tons, considerably bettering million mark in June a 
foe the US Zone he ree wi iad the 1946 peak. October showed a The principal recipients have been 
of the year little further progress was further increase to 288,000 tons. Even’ France, the Low Countries, Denmark; 

recorded. The index dropped to 26 Gainfully Occupied by Economic Group 
in February 1947 at the height of the (US Zone) | | 
winter crisis, and in May and June a 
stood again at 34, and in October May 1939 | June 1947 Pet. Increase — 
had reached 40. OO | _ ; Total Population ............. cc ccc cece ees 13,700,000 16,600,000 : 121 

Principally responsible for the low Total Gainfully Occupied ............0.0s00e. 7,171,000 7,289,000 102 ! rate of recovery in 1946 was the Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries .......... 2,362,000 2,479,000 105 

stump in coal production which oc. | Commerce and Transportation vl | nose | rose | a 
curred in March 1946 as a result of - Public and Private Services ..............0. 702,000 929,000 132 
the reduction in miners’ food rations. Domestic Service .........ccccccccceccsccee 247,000 230,000 . 98 . 

_ The average output of hard coal per Above includes both self- and dependently employed persons. In June 1947 the total dependently | 
working day fell from 180,000 tons in employed was 4,550,000, or 103 percent of the May 1939 total of 4,398,000. Excludes Prisoners of War, _ 
January and February to 158,000 tons | Displaced Persons in UNRRA camps, and Civilian Internees. 
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“and Luxembourg. Since the beginning within certain limitations, he cantele- that an iron curtain had been drawn 

of the year, British Zone exports have phone and telegraph to countries around Germany. In order to dissuade 

been lumped with the US Zone figure. which have agreed to open communi- them of this point of view, as well as 
pe NUMBER of gainfully occu- cations. It is particularly urgent be- to reopen trade, conferences have 

pied in the British Zone (plus cause of the difficulties of travel that been held during the past year with 

Bremen) at the end of September the utmost use be made of these jl the countries of Europe except 

1947 was 9,500,000, an increase over services in order to reestablish con- Rumania, Albania, Portugal, and Spain. 

the 8,100,000 registered 15 months tacts. During the conferences the two sides 

earlier, but a leveling off from the It was recognized that German exchange information as to what they 
end of 1946. The number of depend- business men could not be expected have to sell and what they want to 

ently employed rose from 5,800,000 to show much enthusiasm in the field buy from Germany and discuss special 

in March 1946 to more than 7,000,000 ° foreign trade, as long as export trade problems. 
at the end of September 1947. Un- business appeared less attractive to a 

employment fell from 408,000 in March them as certain “gray market” barter In all of the agreements, arrange 
1946 to 318,000 at the end of the year, deals. Therefore, the export incentive ments for payment are made which 

and by the end of September 1947 plan was devised to provide an op- provide for an offset account set uP 

had dropped to 221,000. Total gainful Pottunity for the exporter and his in the central bank of the foreign 
employment in the zone at the end wo rkers to share more directly in the country, balances being settled quart- 
of September was 98 percent of 1939. fruits of their efforts. According to tly. The two outstanding benefits 

oo | ‘the plan, 10 percent of the proceeds are that there is now a bank account 

' No official figures on the Reichs- of foreign exchange derived from the for German trade in all these countries 

mark value of output in the British export of manufactured goods is and that settlement of the balance 

Zone are available. However, assuM- aliocated to a fund, known as the ex- need be made only every quarter. It 

mg that the price macreases (and the porter’'s account. The exporter him- should be emphasized that these 

shifts in “product mix”) in the US and self can use five percent of this for- agreements are not barter or compen- | 

‘British Zones were of approximately eign exchange to improve his plant sation agreements. Instead it is their 

_ the same magnitude, it may be im- + for payment of expenses of foreign objective to provide the opportunity 

ferred that the annual rate of manu- sales agents and for trips to foreign for the German exporter himself to 

facturing production in the second countries. The other five percent of open up trade. | 

half of 1946—measured In terms of the fund is allocated for the benefit of ew ante , , 
value added by manufacture—was ‘the workers | | The development of foreign trade is 

between RM _ 6,500,000,000 and " — ‘of the utmost importance to a country 

-7,000,000,000 as compared with RM CONCERNING working capital, - dependent upon the import of its food 

11,800,000 in 1936. 7 | Germany is terribly short of supplies. If Germany is to become a 

On a per capita basis current pro- dollar exchange to carry on trade, and ‘self-supporting nation and to develop 

duction would amount to about RM 300 private international loans are not a higher standard of living the answer 

‘per person in the British Zone, as yet possible. The United States and must be found in the development of 

compare d with RM 122 in the less- the United Kingdom are supplying exports. Much is yet to be done. It 

heavily industrialized US Zone. In $60,000,000 a month for the import of is the American belief, however, that 

this connection it should be borne in food, fertilizer, seeds, medicine, and this. will be possible if the system of 
mind that the net increase in popula- petroleum. Other imports must be free enterprise can be reestablished 

tion in the British Zone between 1939 bought with dollars derived from the and if the German enterpriser will 

and 1946 was only 11 percent as com- sale of exports. : | take the initiative with the same 

pared with an increase of 21 percent In order to provide some financing spirit as that of the merchant ad- 

for the US Zone (excluding Berlin in before private investments can be venturer who first built up world 

‘both cases.) | permitted, a plan is in operation for commerce. | | 

. the import of large quantities of cot- 
| ton from America under special ar- , 

(Continued from Page 9) rangements with the Export-Import (Continued from Page 8) | 

Bank of the United States... Under Castle Inc. | 
Pree Enterprise this plan German mills can now use f ll G d fer- 

foreign exchange which must be taken their normal agents or merchants in rom am Over Cheough vn con x 

from the proceeds of export. Bremen as before the war in arrang- ences to extend ' rons = wee 

sass ing for the import of raw cotton. Opportunity for informal discussion, 
However, the bulk of individual 7 | | exchange of ideas, and _ practical 

business has been done in modern Because of the shattering of all schemes for the next year are on the 

times by means of communications— economic ties with her neighbors, agenda. To spice the serious work 

almost the lifeblood of business. The Germany'srelationships through trade with fun, two committeemen who are 

German businessman can now trans- agreements have had to be renewed. expert skiiers have volunteered to act 

act business through the mail and, In fact, many of these countries felt as instructors. 
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SNA 

= Political Parties = 

EMULATE 

I WANT TO discuss the role of the By Richard M.Scammon moved and opposition political leaders 

political party in the democratic are soon brought to trial for alleged 

state and compare it with the place print for prosperity in Europe? This treason to the people's will. Treason 

of the political party in a communist is the freedom of the democratic idea indeed it is, for anyone who disagrees 

dictatorship. Although many _ are wo ta . with the tenets of the communist 

inclined to look somewhat askance and this is its power. Democracy 18 dictatorship is automatically a traitor, 

at political parties and to regard them strong because its political forces are and the books of history are filled 

at best as a sort of tolerated evil, free. with the pages of these trials. 

history shows us no way for demo- Consider then the position in the Where these so-called trials are not 

cratic peoples to organize and* communist state. The first act of any  curticient, a police terror is instituted 
express their ideas except through communist regime must be to neu- _ _widnight visitations, 20- and 30- and 
such parties, and everywhere “po-_ tralize, then to eliminate, all “oppo-  4g-pour “interrogations” of those 

litics’ is the lubricating oil of sition” parties, for the idea of  cuspected of harboring democratic 

government. “opposition” is hateful to the dogma jdeas are the rule. A new “thought 
“Politics” acts as the intermediary of dictatorial rule. When one man _ police” comes into being whose duty 

between a state and its citizens, as or one group of men has assumed for it is to hunt down and stamp out any 

the interpretative medium in which itself the power to declare what is vestige of that idea of opposition 

ideas are talked over and decisions’ right and what is wrong it is incon- which the democratic state realizes 

reached. Everywhere that is, where ceivable that there be any ‘“‘oppo- is the true measure of strength and 

democratic ideas themselves rule, for _ sition.” decency. 

in a dictatorship the free, open com- In each communist state the same Wwe THE DICTATORSHIP is in 

petition of ideas is crushed and in story of oppression and enslavement its early stages, it may not be 
its place is substituted the maneuver js repeated, verse by verse and wise to completely destroy the facade 
and intrigue of a palace guard. chapter by chapter. The parliamen- of democracy, for too many people 

Opposition in a democracy is not tary immunity of legislators is re- have faith in simple democracy and 
a crime, an evil sin to be hunted distrust the “one party” dogma of 
down by a political police and the would-be dictatorship. For awhile, 

punished in secret courts and dread Politics in a democracy means puppet political parties may be tol- 
- concentration camps. It is the essence free, open competition of ideas. erated with puppet leaders and 

of democracy that those who, today, But in a dictatorship such com- puppet programs. Naturally, these 

oppose may, tomorrow, govern. That petition of ideas is crushed and hee . Pa 1 not etic to 
is why ... some people in the replaced with the maneuver and . ° char y o not get t - 
United States may be praising Pres- intrigue of a palace guard. So proper Share ob newspaper space, 0 
: ; stated Mr. Richard M. Scammon paper supplies, of gasoline for election 

ident Truman, others may be de . ‘o broad h campaigns. Indeed, if any of them 
nouncing him—the citizens may hear ina radio roa cast to fhe should actually develop real strength, 
them both and make their choice. German people. His speech, the they will 

. . . ‘a y will soon find that their leaders 
Indeed he may like neither point-of- fifth in the MG series on “Free- are disa , . 

«an ; dom vs. Totalitarianism,” is re- ppearing along with those of 
view and speak out for himself... , ‘ the persecuted democratic parties. But 

. printed here. | 
Henry Wallace, a former United Mr. Scammon, who spoke from soon the rack of history turns again © 

States vice-president, may condemn Berlin on 11 December, is chief and the members of these puppet 

the Marshall Plan for European re- of the Elections and Political parties who are truly democrats flee, 

covery—do you think any man in a Parties Branch, Civil Administra- or are imprisoned, or simply become 
communist-dominated state would tion Division, OMGUS. quiet and leave the field of political 

dare speak up in favor of this. blue- | | action to the police, the concentration 
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camp guards, and the single mono- Unified and controlled, the news- Fourthly, the political parties, and, 

lithic communist party. papers of the one-party state sing the indeed, all the people, must have the 
Unfortunately some of these puppet praises of the state and the news-_ right to freely nominate for public 

leaders may protest, may claim that Papers of other parties just don't exist. office persons of their own choosing 
they have been deceived, may defend Behind the iron curtain the method and to seek the votes of their fellow- 

themselves by saying that they did May be state paper rationing, per- citizens for these candidates. 

not recognize the true dictatorial aps a forced strike, perhaps beatings In communist-dominated Europe, 
character of the regime in the early Of newsstand operators—finally all where the full force of dictatorship. 
days of which they took part. But Papers not willing to be cogs in the has not yet been felt and the state 
the criteria—the check points—of a "€wW communist machine are simply jeadership feels it must still have a 
democratic political party system are Outlawed and their property taken front of democracy, the tolerated 
not difficult to list. They may be Over 4 la Nazi by the dictatorship. puppet parties are limited as to their 
stated simply that every citizen may IVI omzOvE®: it is typical of the Candidates. 

know in which direction the state is early stages of communist dicta- Perhaps it is suddenly discovered 
moving. torship that the tolerated parties are that a Kreis organization “... has. 

First and foremost, political parties not allowed anything like a reason- not been officially registered .. .’” 
must have the right to assemble for able share of these scarce supplies. and so the party cannot nominate. 

public and private gatherings, free The favored communist-line party candidates; perhaps candidates are. 

from the interference of state author- almost always gets special treatment— nominated but are persuaded by a 

ity or private persons. Not only extra paper rations, extra gasoline, few beatings that they had better 

must the state be neutral as among larger offices. withdraw; perhaps the party leaders. 

the various competing parties, but Thirdly, leaders and members of are called in by the police or the 

it must guarantee them a fair hearing the political parties must enjoy full army and told it would be better if 

before the citizens. personal freedom and liberty. They they joined with the minority com- 

It has often been a tactic of must not be subject to arbitrary munist party to put up a “patriotic 

would-be dictatorships to employ 4rfrest and confinement nor to trial national front” list of candidates, the 

strong-arm gangs to break up oppo- 0 trumped-up charges. There must majority of which somehow always: 
sition meetings and to intimidate be no threat of “protective custody” happen to be communists. 

speakers and audience. Behind the and accusations against them must If they don't do this, they are told, 
iron curtain in eastern Europe may Pe treated as would those against any the police and the army will find it 

be found case after case to demon- Citizen not associated with a political impossible to protect them from the 

strate this point. party. If tried, p toceedings in the outraged will of the masses—meaning 
. courts must be public, and _ the . | 

Truck-loads of communist party aa a truck-load of communist party 
thugs arrive suddenly at a peaceful accused must have adequate counsel Limitati t the right to 

J oa and an impartial verdict. gunmen, Almitation of the mg 
meeting of democratic citizens. Clubs nominate candidates to puppet par- 

are brought out, men and women The last two years in eastern ties and front organizations is the . . Europe under communist control offer J 
beaten—all in the manner typical of an unha wealth of material for denial of political freedom and the 

is are the oF . ascism: er such farcical trials. Hundreds of men egation of popular will. indeed this is the new Fascism, wl ’ 

a coat of red paint. A police which @2d women whose only crime was We THIS LAST right stands. 
will not suppress these gangs is a ‘© Stand up for these rights taken for equally the principle of the 
police under the control of the granted in any Civilized democratic secret pallot and of free elections. 
enemies of democracy. society have been tortured, impris- For many years tyranny sought to 

Secondly, the political parties must anew charges against me meee exclude the people from power by 

have the right to publish and print laughing-stock of their accusers: fienitin oth ° fen to this class or 
freely and fairly; their newspapers “attempting to turn back the imiting the sul rage ° 

and magazines must not be subject to will of history...” “... crimes that. Today dictatorship has a new 

arbitrary confiscation or to partisan against the state...” “... organ- approach. Now it is the duty of the 

censorship; if such supplies as paper, izing a peasant group...” To the enslaved citizen of the totalitarian 

gasoline, office-space and _ similar citizens of a democratic state, it may state to vote. 

items are scarce, then the distribution  .an unneccessary to detail these To Germans with experience of the 

of these supplies as among the obvious personal rights, but to the Hitler regime the election tactics of 
various parties must be fair, based  gqictator they are anathema. communist dictatorship may seem 

upon population represented, mem- Stripped of a perverted judiciary Very similar to ones they have known 

bership, votes polled or some such and a corrupt police, the totalitarian before, and indeed they are. It needs 
equitable system. For a communist state has little with which to maintain no great imagination to guess the 
dictatorship the whole idea of a press its existence against the will of the fate of the electors of an _ election 
with any opinion other than that of citizen for freedom and political’ district in which half the ballots cast 

the communist state is unthinkable. liberty. : turned out to:be blank—whether the 
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dictatorship be Hitlerite, or com- opened in Germany — “Life with other important communicable dis- 

munist. - | Father” by Howard Lindsay and _ eases had the same or lower rates... 
_ But not many voters in a totali- Russel Crouse, in Bremen, and “Pur- Influenza “listening posts” have been 

tarian system will even dare to cast suit of Happiness’ by Lawrence’ set up for the detection of early 
a blank or invalid ballot—perhaps the Langner, in Heidelberg. Both pro- signs of the development of an 
ballots are numbered, perhaps it has ductions were well-received by the outbreak this winter. 
been suggested that it would be wise public and press... An analysis of Public Welfare — The first emi- 
to sign the ballot, and lists of voters audience reaction to American plays gration center under German op- 

will be closely checked to see the produced in Bavaria showed “First eration for processing Germans going 

names for whom no signed ballot is Legion," “Thunder Rock," “On Bor- to the United States was opened in 
in the voting box. rowed Time,” “The Voice of the Bremen. 

_ Other methods are also available—it Turtle,“ and “Our Town" leading in — 

may be that the ballots are printed popular appeal. | . . oo 
on thin, transparent paper so that the Co | Plant Dismantling 
election officials can easily see how Education — The Bavarian Ministry a 
the voter cast his ballot. Or a new of Education has introduced Hebrew Dismantling of the 69 industrial 

system may be used—voters will instruction as an elective subject in plants made available for reparations 

march to the police and cast their the humanistic secondary schools... from the US Zone under the revised 
ballots openly as a “demonstration of | Courses in religion are now required Bizonal Level of Industry Plan is to 
solidarity” for the communist state, for all pupils in the Bavarian elemen- be completed by 31 March 1948, These 
and woe be that citizen who chooses tary, vocational, intermediate, and Plants are in addition to the war and 
to actually go behind a screen to secondary schools. advance delivery plants previously 
mark his ballot. . os es made available. 

The technique used differs, yes, __THterature — The len ‘ Menus As of 10 December the scheluded 
but the idea remains the same—to % Education ah t ° i he he jy ‘dismantling was in progress in 12 of 
prostitute and destroy the rights of all publishers wn the an a on the 69 plants, and had been completed 
free men and free women so that the 2° manuscripts will be considered in three more factories in H 

: tps icati fter 1 April. Earlier in Fiesse. 
single totalitarian party—be it red or fr Publication after P In Ad 
browr—can boast of the 99 percent texts, however, which are standard n lerwerke vorm. Kleyer A.G.,, 

of the people who voted and of the Works may still be published. The Frankfurt, primarily a producer of 
99.9 percent who support it. These ministry also stated that non-Hessian automobiles, al] machinery for produc. 

figures are as false as the system @uthors and publishers will receive ing new cars has been removed, but 
which produces them—they are consideration equal to that given the factory has been allowed to retain 

figures of fear and of terror, worth- 0 those residing in the Land. its equipment for producing bicycles, 
less to an honest man. “youth Activtti st were office machines, and spare parts for 

Communism has never come to outh ctivinies — steps we the Adler automobiles already in 
Af rt | taken in Bavaria to form a Girl service, - 

power by a popular vote, by demo- Scout organization consisting of the . 

cratic. methods. It has never had the  s¢, George Girl Scouts (Catholics), Hass und Sohn, and Praenkische 
majority in a fair competition of Evangelical Girl Scouts, and the Eisenwerke, both steel] plants in Sinn 

democratic political parties. It can Alliance of German Girl Scouts (non- and Niederscheld, respectively, have 
achieve dominance only in the in- confessional), in or der that the been required to contribute one two- 

trigues and machinations of power roqram and policy of these groups ton converter each for reparations. 

politics—black tactics, intimidation, program pe Y d in ii ith ————_———— 

bribery, force and the threat of force. may be coordinate a me | 
those of the international organ- . _— 

These are the weapons of the ization... The Hessian Youth Hostel Coin Holdings Drop 

Senet me te Meee om any Association offered the facilities of A shortage of small denomination 
must frustrate them by asserting his its hostels to the youth groups for currency caused by hoarding of small 

own democratic rights. In their de- a variety of activities, canceling the coins by the German population with 

feat he will know his own strength, restriction that only hikers could be the apparent belief that coins will 

for it is the democracies and their accommodated. fare better a mans nea during a 
vas . . _ Currency reform, reduced the coin 

Sompatfon of eas which ae ly nego Allaire —_MILATY holdings tm Bavaria, Wuertemberg 
OO the reopening of the Evangelical | Bee and H essian banks from 

(Continued from Page 2) Lutheran Free Church Seminary at pay, 173.000 in "Augwet. 1947, 1945 to 

Occupational Activities Frankfurt-Oberursel, Hesse. Under quadripartite supervision, the 

Network were reproduced in the Public Health — Incidence rates mint in Berlin reopened in late No- 

German language and carried by the for tuberculosis, scarlet fever, and vember, and the mints in Munich and 

five stations. poliomyelitis were higher in Novem- Stuttgart began in early December to 

Theater — Two American plays ber than the year before, while all strike five- and ten-pfennig coins. 
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